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transformation of our electricity infrastructure.
Strengthening and upgrading existing networks
is of paramount importance to integrating an
increasingamountofrenewableenergygeneration,
enhancing grid security, developing the internal
energy market and realising energy saving and






tricity network enabling two-way information and


















clear need to survey the implemented projects in
order tomonitor thedirectionEurope is taking, to





In this perspective, themain goal of this study is
toprepareacomprehensiveinventoryofSmartGrid
projectsinEuropeanduseprojectdatatosupport
the analysis of trends and developments. The re-
port looksintoseveralaspectsoftheSmartGrids
landscape todescribe thestateof theartof their
implementation,theemerginghallmarksofthenew




tion effort to develop a catalogue of Smart Grids
projects in Europe and to carry out a qualitative
analysis of their results. The analysis we carried
outcontributed to thedraftingof theCommission




holders through a cooperative and transparent
process.Theinterimversionofthisstudyhasbeen
presentedonmanyoccasionsatexpertmeetings,





Thiswork is intendedtobethe firstofaseriesof
snapshotsthattheJRCwillperiodicallyprepareon
the development status of Smart Grids in Europe








five months, more than 300 project respondents
replied to our survey. The responses were then
passed through a filtering process to screen out
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Data collected from the project respondents were
double-checked to ensure their consistency. All
projects’ web sites, where in place, and the web
site of the leading organisationwere examined to
support the information we received. In the case
of discrepancies or of missing data, the leading
organisation was contacted either via email or
telephone.
Thisdatacollectionandanalysiswascomplemented
by a further investigation of a restricted number
of projects (around 30), shortlisted in such away
as to ensure a fair representation of different





and obstacles in the development of SmartGrids.
Tocarryout thisanalysis,wehave interactedwith




The analysis of the collected projects highlighted
severalkeyobservationsandlearningpoints.
Project investments and scaleThe total budget of
thecollectedprojects (over€5billion)shows that
significant efforts have already been undertaken,







tion projects account for amuch smaller share of
the total budget. Most R&D and demonstration





innovative solutions and to validate results to a
broaderextent.
Geographical distribution Smart Grid projects are
not uniformly distributed across Europe. Most of
the projects and investments are located in EU15
countries,while EU12Member States still lag be-






Multidisciplinary cooperation The increased com-
plexity of the electricity system requiresmultidis-
ciplinary consortia to share competencies and re-
duce risks. Collected projects highlight the trend
towards a fruitful cooperation between different
organisations, which brings together network op-






System integration Most Smart Grid benefits are
systemic in nature as they arise from the combin-
ation of technological, regulatory, economic and







Role of regulation Data in the catalogue confirm
the leading role that Distribution SystemOpera-
tors (DSOs) play in coordinating Smart Grid de-
ployment across Europe. DSO-led projects rep-
resent about 27% of all projects and about 67%
of investment. Current regulation in EU Member
Statesgenerallyprovidesnetworkowners/opera-
torswith the incentive to improvecostefficiency














awarenessandparticipation is crucial for the suc-
cessofSmartGridprojects.Mostprojectshighlight
theneed to involveconsumersat theearly stages
ofprojectdevelopment,togiveconsumersthefree-
dom to choose their level of involvement and to
ensuredataprivacyandprotection.Itisimperative
toensurethatconsumershavetrust inandunder-
standing of thewhole Smart Grid process and re-
ceive clear tangible benefits. To differing extents,
consumerswillbeabletoreapnumerouspotential
benefits:energysavings,thereductionofoutages,
more transparentand frequentbilling information,
participation in theelectricitymarket via aggrega-
tors,andabetterbusinesscaseforthepurchaseof
electricvehicles,heatpumpsandsmartappliances.





CO2 emissions, enabling the integration of large-
scalerenewablesandincreasingenergyefficiencyin
thepower sector. It supports competitivenessand











The roleof ICTAnopenand secure ICT infrastruc-
tureisatthecoreofthesuccessfulimplementation
oftheSmartGrid.Addressinginteroperability,data
privacy and security is a priority requirement for
makingtheICTinfrastructuretrulyopenandsecure
and reducing transaction costs among Smart Grid
users. A scan of collected projects highlights the
convergence towardsprovenstandardsand indus-
trybestpracticesusedforITsystems(e.g.Internet
Protocol communication). However further coord-
inated efforts are needed to fully tap European
potential in this fieldandmoveto thedeployment
phase.Standardizationdevelopmentsareastepin
the right direction.Also, newprojects focusingon
datahandlingwouldbeusefultoassesshowdata
handling principles fromother industries (e.g. the
bankingindustry)couldbeappliedtoSmartGrids.
Data collection and knowledge sharing Finally, ef-
fectiveknowledgesharingandthedisseminationof
bestpracticesamongSmartGridstakeholdersare
crucial for thesuccessof theEuropeanSmartGrid
programme.Thedifficultiesencounteredduringthe
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1 introduction
A shift in energy policy goals is at the heart of
currenttransformationsintheelectricitysector.The
smooth integration of renewable energy sources,
amore efficient and secure electricity supply, and
an internal energy market with full inclusion of
consumersarekeyprioritiesfortheEuropeanUnion
[21,22,23].
To this end, it is necessary to strengthen the
electricity system that we have today by building
newlines,substationsandpowerplants.Inparallel,
it isalsonecessary tomake theelectricity system
smarter through the integration of ICT solutions.
A smartelectricitygrid inplaceopens thedoor to
new applications with far reaching impacts: the
adaptationofelectricitydemandtogridandmarket




Smart Grids are electricity networks that can
efficiently integrate the behaviour and actions of
allusersconnectedtoit—generators,consumers
and those that do both — in order to ensure an
economically efficient, sustainable power system
with low losses and high quality and security of
supplyandsafety[24].Inthisperspective,aSmart
Grid can be considered as a Smart Electricity
System,whichencompassesboththegridandthe
users connected to it, and includesboth technical
andnon-technicalbuildingblocks.
Building a Smart Grid is therefore not only a
matter of modernisation of the electricity grid or
of deploying physical assets and technologies.
A key role is played by new business models
and practices, new regulations, as well as more
intangible elements like consumers’ behavioural
changes and social acceptance [29, 57, 58, 59,].









research and development (R&D), demonstration
and deployment activities. At this stage, there
is a need to evaluate the outcome of Smart Grid
projects in order to monitor the direction Europe
istaking,tobenchmarkinvestments,andtotackle
challenges and possible distortions from an early














field of Smart Grids? Who is investing?
Whatarethemotivations?
How can system integration create busi-•
nessvalue?Whatisinitforconsumers?
HowdoSmartGrid projects contribute to•
theEU’smainpolicygoals?
1.1 Definitions and Assumptions
1.1.1 Aim of the study
Theaimof this study is to collect lessons learned
and assess current developments on Smart Grids
inEurope.Inordertosupportouranalysis,wewill
use data and information collected from Smart
Grid projects throughout Europe. To the best of
our knowledge, the collected Smart Grid projects
represent the most comprehensive and up-to-
dateinventoryinEuropeatpresent.Anexhaustive
mapping of Smart Grid projects in the different
Member States is not the primary scope of this
report. Rather, this is an ongoing task. Further




1.1.2 Boundaries of the Smart Grid catalogue





storage devices, Electric vehicles, distributed
renewablegenerators),onlyiftheirintegration
in the grid was also part of the project.
2. Wehaveincludedprojectsaimingatmakingthe
grid smarter (through new technologies and
newICTcapabilities).
3. We have not included projects aiming at
making the grid stronger (e.g. through new








willbe included inanupdateof thisstudyassoon
asmoredetailedinformationbecomesavailable.The
finalcatalogueincludes219projects(seeANNEXIV).




logue. In fact, transmission operators are mainly
and heavily investing in what can be defined as
strengtheningratherthansmarteningthetransmis-
siongrid,as the transmissionsystem isalreadya
partlysmartsystemcapableofmanagingandbal-
ancingtheresources(currently)connectedtoit.
1.2 Data collection template 
To ensure that all projects could be compared on
a fair basis and to support later analysis, a data
collection template was prepared and distributed




projects across the innovation chain (fromR&D to
demonstration/deployment),by further interacting
with national contact points, project coordinators
andother relevantstakeholders. Due to the large
numberof requestsbyproject coordinators for an
extension of the deadline, projectswere accepted











and their budget share and the EU contribution
(whereapplicable).
Thequalitativeassessmentsectionofthetemplate
also included a specific request for information
onhow theprojectaddresseddataprotectionand
securityissues.
In addition, we have asked project coordinators
to classify their project according to the following
categories:
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Thisclassificationisinlinewiththemappingexercise
of Smart Grid projects that is currently ongoing




Energy on common assessment methodologies of
SmartGrids.
The first category “Smart Meter and Advanced
Metering Infrastructure” includes projects which
specifically address smart meter implementation.
Thesecondand thirdcategories“GridAutomation
Transmission” and “Grid Automation Distribution”
refertoprojectsdealingwithautomationupgrades
oftheelectricitygrid(e.g.feederautomation,wide




and applications (e.g. Smart meter, Demand
Response, grid automation, distributed storage,
renewables,etc.).
The fifth category “Home application - Customer
Behaviour” includes projects which address new
applicationsathomeordirectlyinvolveconsumers.
Finally, the sixth category “Specific Storage
TechnologyDemonstration”includesprojectswhich




In that case, project coordinators have expressed





In the first section, we have asked participants
whohadalreadyperformedacost-benefitanalysis
tosharetheirresults.
The second section provided guidelines for the
collection of cost-benefit quantitative data from
thoseparticipantswhohadnotperformedastudy
themselves. The respondents have been asked to






1.3 Reliability and completeness 
of data
Data collected from the project respondents were
double-checkedtoensuretheirconsistencythrough
different means. For all projects we checked the
project web site - where in place - and the web






fairly reliabledata.The level of reliability of some
dataparticularlythoseconcerningthebudget,the
projectdurationand results  ishigher forprojects
which have already been completed: 33% of the
projects in the cataloguewere completedbyApril
2011, while the remaining projects have different
closingdatesspanningupto2020.34%ofcollected
















and obstacles in the development of SmartGrids.










1.4 Overview of the Smart Grid 




The informationpresented in thissectionaimsat
givinganoverviewofthemainestimatesofoverall
investments in the electrical system and a snap-




EuropeanUnion A recent report by Pike Research







Europe requires investments of €1.5 trillion over
2007-2030torenewtheelectricalsystemfromgen-
eration to transmission and distribution [30]. This
figure includes investments for Smart Grid imple-
mentation and formaintaining and expanding the
currentelectricitysystem.
UnitedStatesAccordingto[16],fullimplementation




while costs allocated for distribution are between







new and replacement generating plants and $900
(€635)billionfortransmissionanddistributionto-




ing for$4 (€2.8)billion incost-sharedSmartGrid
projects.Intotal,thefundingwillenablemorethan





lion smart meters have been deployed by United
States’electricutilitieswith60millionexpectedto
beinuseby2020[50].






SmartGrid technology [65]. In2010Chinagranted
SmartGridStimulusinvestmentsofmorethan$7,3
(€5.1)billion[49].
Presently, Chinese Smart Grid efforts are focusing




most developed countries and the penetration of
small-scale renewables is limited at the moment.
However, according to a report by Innovation Ob-
servatory [31], China is set to roll-out 360million





billion over the next two decades on Smart Grids
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AustraliaIn2010AustraliainvestedUS$360(€253)
millioninstimulusfundingforSmartGrids[49].Aus-





project which will provide cost-benefit analysis of
SmartGridtechnology[2].TheStateofVictoriahas
planned a State-wide roll-out of 2.4million smart
metersby2013.
India According to the Ministry of Power, India’s
transmission and distribution losses are among




as 50%. The need to decrease losses and energy
theft,togetherwiththenewtrendtowardsincreasing
energy efficiency and the share of renewables in
electricity generation, are all important drivers for
the development of a smarter grid [64]. A recent
report by Innovation Observatory [31] ranks India
third among the top ten countries for Smart Grid






















to recent news, Japan is planning to increase
renewableenergysourcesinitsnewenergyplanand







Forecast Smart Grid 
investments (€/$)
Funding for Smart Grid 
development (€/$)







































































Table I Smart Grid investments in Europe and beyond
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JRC Reference Report
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2. inventorY oF collected projectS –
 in WHicH direction iS europe movinG 
 in tHe Field oF Smart GridS?
The main goal of our study is to collect a wide
inventory of Smart Grid projects in Europe and
useprojectdata tosupportanalysisof trendsand
developments.Inthischapterwewillusetheresults
of our analysis to describe what is happening in
the field of Smart Grids in Europe from different
perspectives. In the firstparagraphwewill lookat
the projects to examine their distribution across
countries and project categories and survey the
budget allocated by each country to Smart Grid
development. In the second paragraph we will
haveacloserlookattheprojectstodeterminehow
they distribute along the stages of the innovation
processandhowthisdistributionhaschangedwith
time. In the thirdparagraphwewillgetan insight
on selected Smart Grid applications, namely the
integration of distributed energy resources (DER),
DemandResponse(DR)andthesafeintegrationof
large-scale renewables (RES). We will survey the
development trendof theseapplicationsand their
levelofmaturity.Finally,inthefourthparagraphwe
will focuson theactors involved in the innovation
processtoseewheretheyareinvestingandwhy.
2.1 Projects and budget distribution 
across countries and project 
categories






For demonstration and deployment projects, the
project was assigned to the country where the
demonstration or roll-out actually took place,
whileinthecaseofR&Dprojects,theprojectwas
counted towards all the participating countries.
Most of the projects are concentrated in a few
countries; Denmark, Germany, Spain and the UK
togetheraccountforabouthalfofthetotalnumber
ofprojects.
Figure 1. Distribution of projects between EU15 and 
EU12 Countries
EU15 countries
As for investments, Figure 2 shows the allocation
of budget across different countries and project
categories. In the case of demonstration and
deployment projects, the budgetwas allocated to
the country or countrieswhere the project had at
leastoneimplementationsite.Whenaprojecthad
several implementation sites located in different
countries, the project budget was shared evenly
amongthem.IncaseofR&Dprojects,whenbudget
shareswere not available, the budget was evenly
spreadacrosstheparticipatingorganizations.
A few countries stand out in terms of spending.
Withabudgetofover€2billion,Italyaccountsfor
almosthalfof thetotalspending inourcatalogue.
The great majority of this budget is however
attributable to only one project, the Telegestore






































































































































































and the implementation of a remotemanagement
system.
ThedifferentpaceatwhichSmartGridsaredeployed
across Europe could make trade and cooperation
across national borders more difficult and
jeopardizetheachievementoftheEUenergypolicy
goals. Knowledge sharing and the dissemination
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of project categories in Europe. Generally speak-
ing, the investmentpatternandproject categories
coverage in different countries is strongly influ-
enced by different starting points in the adoption
ofthevariousSmartGridsolutionsandbynational
circumstances. Investments depend crucially on
regulation,generationandconsumptionstructures
in each country. For example, countrieswith large
penetration of RESmay favour developments that
increase hosting capacity (i.e. Transmission Auto-
mation,IntegratedSystem,Storage),whereascoun-
trieswithahighshareofflexibleelectricityuse(e.g.
space andwater heating)may favour investments












cant, but a lotmoreof investments are needed in
thisfield,assmartmetersareakeyenablerformany















out program consisted of 150 projects for a total






investments has been devoted to projects, which
address the integration of different Smart Grid
technologies and applications. Integrated System
projects represent about 34% of the projects and
about15%ofthetotalbudget.Mostofthetechnolo-
giesareknown,buttheirintegrationisthenewchal-
lenge. This result highlights the need to consider
theSmartGridasasystemratherthansimplyacol-






we can estimate the investments in Smart Grid



























ments in our catalogue into context, conservative
estimatesquantifySmartGridinvestmentsby2020
[47]at€56billion(seeChapter1).
BOX 1. SMART METERING
The introductionofsmartmeteringsystems inEu-
ropehasreceivedanimportantregulatorypushby
the EuropeanUnion’s Third Energy Package provi-
sionsandespeciallyAnnexI.2oftheElectricityDi-
rective.TheAnnexexplicitlyasksMemberStatesto
assess the roll-outof intelligentmeteringsystems
asakeysteptowardstheimplementationofSmart
Gridsand to rollout80%of those thathavebeen
positivelyassessed.
ManyMember States have already started imple-
mentingprovisions intheir legislation,whilesome
othersarestilllaggingbehind.
Independently of the legislative and regulatory
framework, in some Member States utilities have







ITALY started a national roll-out already in 2001
(Telegestoreproject).Bytheendof2006about30
millionmetershadalreadybeeninstalled.Pursuant
to Regulatory Order No. 292/06 of 18 December




SWEDEN Already in 2003, Sweden mandated
monthlyautomaticmeter reading forallelectricity
meters by July 2009. Within the given timeframe
DSOswerefreetodecidethepaceofimplementation.
Thanks to the new legislation, investments in
SmartMeteringdeveloped fast and the roll-out at
nationallevelwasachievedintime.Giventhehigh
number of DSOs in the country, since 2003 there
hasbeena correspondinglyhighnumberof smart




















MALTA The deployment of smart meters started
inMalta in 2008 with a 5 year pilot phase which
providesfortheinstallationof250,000meters.The
pilotprojectusestheEneltechnologyanditisaimed
at identifying any problems ahead of the planned
replacement of all electricity andwatermeters. In







the Act demands for full smart meter penetration
withnomore than20%exception.TheMinistryof
Employment and Economy has estimated roughly
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followed by deployment (32%) and R&D projects
(9%). All the smart metering projects together
account for about 75% of the catalogue’s total
budget,butaconsiderableshareofthisfigure(71%)
isattributable toasingleproject, thesmartmeter










ditures, typically resulting from the elimination of
meter reading costs, reduction of power theft, re-




of dynamic pricing for consumers. These benefits
areusuallynotconsideredinthebusinesscasefor
deploymentofsmartmeters,astheydependonthe




 •With the Telegestore project, Enel has gained




reduced from 13 to 2 months after the delivery
month(Storstad Smart Metering project).





 • With the Telegestore Project, Enel managed
3,027,000badpayersin2008(Telegestore).




both meter-reading and invoice related issues





2.2 Project maturity and scale
Projectswereclassifiedaccordingtotheirstage in
the innovation chain. To identify R&D projects we
usedthedefinitionlaidoutintheFrascatiManual,
accordingtowhichR&Dprojectscomprisecreative 
work undertaken on a systematic basis in order 
to increase the stock of knowledge, including 
knowledge of man, culture and society, and the use 
of this stock of knowledge to devise new applications
[43]. The term R&D covers three activities: basic
research, applied research and experimental
development.
For demonstration projects we referred to the
conceptualisation largely used in the literature,
which defines a demonstration project as a finite
initiativetotestatechnologyaccordingtotheproject
objectives. A technology couldbe everything from
a base technology to a complete system concept
[33]. The project starts with a conceptual design
and ends when the technology is implemented






operational environments, through to full market




Finally, deployment projects refer to the
implementation of a technology, application or
system as a default solution within the project




stages, typicallyR&Danddemonstration. In these
cases,forthesakeofsimplicity,wehaveassigned
the project to the stage that seemed to best
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When wemove our attention from the number of
projectstothecorrespondinginvestments,thepic-
turechangesconsiderably(Figure5).Asexpected,
deployment covers the lion’s share of investment
commitments; 7% of the projects account for al-










to improve our knowledge of the functioning and
impactsof some innovativesolutionsata realistic
scaleandtovalidateresultstoawiderextent.
Figure 4. Distribution of projects along the stages 
of the innovation chain 
Figure 5. Distribution of investments along the 
stages of the innovation chain
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R&Danddemonstrationprojectscanbefoundinal-
most all the countries in the catalogue (Figure 6),
whiledeploymentprojectsareconcentratedonlyin
a few countries.Given that almost all of themare









with supportingR&D and demonstration activities
in the electricity sector, activities which are then
financedthroughaPublicServiceObligation(PSO)
tariff5. This system also implies the traceability of
theprojectswhichcanthenbeeasilymonitoredand
communicated, favouring the assessment of their
Figure 6. Stages of development and participating 








by the fact thatabout25%ofR&Dprojects inour
catalogueinvolvetheparticipationofseveralcoun-
tries,andtheyhavethereforebeencountedtowards
eachoneof them.All of theseprojectshavebeen












Figure 7. Investments in collected Smart Grids (SG) 
R&D projects per country
Asfortheinvestments,Figure7focusesonR&Dac-
tivities,groupingcountriesaccordingtotheirlevel
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Finally, Figures8 and9 show the trendof thedif-




The constant growth of demonstration projects is
particularlyimportantasitshowsanincreasingcon-
fidenceintheviabilityofSmartGridprojects.
Figure 8. Share of R&D, demonstration and 
deployment over time
Figure 9. Project status and stage of development
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2.3 Insight into some final applications 
and their level of maturity
Asaptlystatedby[17],SmartGridsarenotanendin
itselfbutameanstoanend.Theprojectcategories
in Figure 2 can be seen as the key technological
areas addressed by the projects to achieve Smart
Gridsolutions.Buildingonthecategorisationeffort
carried out by project respondents and through
an in-depth analysis of the project elements, we
identified three main final applications pursued
by the projects in the catalogue, namely the
safe integration of Distributed Energy Resources
(DistributedGeneration, Storage, EVs, see Box 2),
thepossibility for consumers to respond toprices
(DemandResponseanddynamicpricing,seeBox3),
and thesafe integrationof large-scale renewables
(seeBox4).
In this section we will analyse these three
applications and their level of maturity in the
context of the general results of the survey to
gain an insight into the current developments in
the Smart Grid landscape. Since smart meters
areakey technologicalenabler formanyof these
developments, we have included them in the
analysisaswell.
BOX 2.  Integration of Distributed Energy 
 Resources 
The deployment of Distributed Energy Resources
(DER) is useful to (1) offer alternatives to large
centralized plants facing permit problems and
constructionuncertainties,(2)exploitthepotential
of dispersed Renewable Energy Sources (RES),
and (3) include prosumers in the electricity
market. Decentralization supports scalability and
robustness, i.e. the capability to integrate new
componentsor copewith component failures.The
trend toward decentralization is also encouraged
by consumers’ push for more control over energy
consumption.
The integration of large quantities of DER is
extremely challenging both from a physical and
market point of view. The goal of projects in this
area istheonlinecoordinationofelectricvehicles,
distributed generators and/or storage devices to
adjusttogridandmarketconditions,guaranteeing
grid stability, optimization of energy resources,
easier access to the electricity market for small
players.Differentmethodsareimplementedacross
projectstoexplorethecapabilitiesofDERunitsto
provide ancillary services through an aggregated
DERportfolio.
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BOX 3.  Demand Response
DemandResponse(DR)isoneofthecentralthemes
in the catalogue. Its target is to enable active




reduced load into larger amounts forparticipation
inmarketsales(e.g.toselltonetworkcompanies,
balancing responsible parties, owners of non-
controllable generation, etc.). Aggregators are the
keyplayerstomediatebetweenconsumersandthe
market.
Particularly challenging is the integration of
domestic consumers who, as opposed to DG and
large industrial consumers, are less motivated
by purely economic concerns (minimal gains).
Furthermore domestic consumers are generally
unabletomakeprecisepredictionsontheiravailable
loadflexibilities;thereforeitisdifficultforthemto





BOX 4.  Large-scale integration of  
 renewable energy
More and more variable renewable energy
generation, for the time being mainly based on
wind and in future also expected to include other
technologies (e.g. concentrated solar power), is
grouped in large-sized plants often installed far
fromexistingpowerinfrastructure(e.g.offshoreor
inremoteareas).
This large-scale renewable generation poses
a number of challenges on the power system
architectureandoperation:
It requiresadequateconnection to theexisting•
infrastructure and appropriate internal grid
reinforcements in order to wheel the renewable
power to the demand centres (often far from the
connectionpoint);
Due to a more marked time-variability and•
weather-dependence of its energy output (com-
pared to other generation technologies), the bal-





As the current power grids do not generally•
appear adequate to reliably cope with large-
scale penetration of such intermittent renewable




for large-scale renewables; as a consequence,
largeinvestmentsarebeingcommittedtoupgrade
the existing grids and to demonstrate/implement
measures such as reserve capacity increase,








Energy Resources (DER), on Demand Response
(DR) and on the safe integration of large-scale
RES. Figure 11 shows the investments associated
totheseprojects.Forsakeofsimplicity,theentire







stages to test aggregation concepts (e.g. Virtual
Power Plant, Vehicle2Grid). None of the collected
projects has moved these concepts to the
deploymentstage.
Demand Response projects testing dynamic
pricingandconsumerparticipation,aregrowingin
number.Theyarebenefiting fromthedeployment
of smart meters, which are key enablers for the
increase of Demand Response initiatives. More
andmore Demand Response projects aremoving
from R&D applications to demonstrations to test
actual consumer engagement. Gaining consumers
trust and participation is the main challenge in
this field. Potentially, consumers’ benefits are
significant.Theyrangefromenergysavings(upto
10-15%,seee.g.GADproject)toamorefavourable




capturemost of these benefits thewhole system
(infrastructure+market)needstobeinplace.
Thereisanincreaseinthenumberofprojectsand






Figure 10. Trend in the number of projects focusing 
on integration of Distributed Energy Resources, De-
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Figure 11.  Budget allocated to projects focusing on 
the integration of Distributed Energy Resources, 
Demand Response and large-scale Renewable 
Energy Sources over time
Figure 12. Level of maturity of projects focusing on 
the integration of Distributed Energy Resources, 




Finally, Figure 13 shows the maturity level of
smart meters, a key enabler of many Smart Grid
applications. Over 30% of smart meter projects
areinthedeploymentphase,whiletheR&Dstage
comprises a very limited number of projects (e.g.
see projects OpenNode, OpenMeter, SyM2). The
demonstration and deployment of smart meters




(e.g. see projects MeRegio, ESB Smart Meter,
E-telligence).
Figures12and13alsoconfirmwhatwehavealready
observed in the previous paragraphs. R&D and
demonstration projects are smaller in size and
they have a wider portfolio of technologies and
applications.
Figure 13. Level of maturity of projects focusing on 
smart meters
2.4 Who is investing?
A wide variety of respondent organisations are
investingintheSmartGridprojectsofthecatalogue.
Takingstockoftheworkpresentedby[17],wehave




















Figure 14. Starting time across budget (€ million) 
and leading organisations
Theplayersleadingandparticipatingintheprojects
in the catalogue are diverse, as the increased
complexity of the electricity system requires
multidisciplinary consortia. Network operators
are establishing fruitful cooperation with diverse
partner organisations, ranging fromacademia and
research centres to manufacturers and service
providers, particularly IT companies. As a whole,
the implementationofSmartGrids is a significant
opportunity for theEuropean industry to research,
marketandexportnewtechnologies,tocreatenew
jobs,tokeepglobaltechnologicalleadershipandto




Figure 15. Investment distribution across leading 
organizations 
Figure 15 shows the cumulated investments
of different leading organisations across our
catalogue. Thedata seems to confirm the leading
roleDSOsplayinpromotingSmartGriddevelopment
inEurope.Current total investment inprojects led
byDSOsamountstoover€3billion.
To leverage further investments for the rapid
development of Smart Grids and ensure the
necessary involvement of risk-averse network
operators, it isnecessary to find the rightbalance
in sharing costs, benefits and risks. The main
responsibility for achieving this balance lies with
regulators.
The high number of DSO-led projects in our
catalogue allowed us to get an insight into the
source of financing of these projects. Generally
speaking,investmentcostsofDSO-ledprojectsare
mainly covered either through tariffs or through





received from tariffs charged to the end user for






established the LowCarbonNetwork Fund (LCNF),
whichallowsupto£500(€577)millionspecifically
in support of DSO-sponsored projects testing
operating and commercial arrangements, andnew
technology. In fact, all DSO-led projects from the
UKincludedinourcataloguearesupportedbythe
LCNF, enabling a total investment of€118million.
Another best-practice scheme, though not part
of our catalogue, is implemented by the Italian
energy regulator AEEG who recently launched a
competition-based procedure providing specific
incentives for Smart Grid demonstration projects
related to the active distribution network. The
motivation for DSOs to invest is that they are
guaranteed an extra 2% return on capital on
distribution network related investments for a
periodof12years[38].
In terms of public financing for Smart Grid
investments, the European Commission funds a
whole series of projects dealing with different
issues concerning the implementation of Smart
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Gridtechnologies.TheEC’scontributiontowardthe
projects considered in our catalogue amounts to
about€184million,25%ofwhichwenttoDSO-led
projects(Figure16).
Figure 16. Distribution of EC Funding across 
Leading Organisations
The majority of EC funded projects in the cata-
loguearesupportedeitherbythe6thorthe7thEU






Box 5. FP6 and FP7 projects in the catalogue
8 projects financed by FP6 framework•
funding–totalfinancing€38million
23 projects financed by FP7 framework•
funding–totalfinancing€146million
About 10%ofDSO-ledprojectsare co-financedby
national funding schemes, such as the Austrian
Climate and Energy Fund KLIEN, which funds
Austrian projects included in the catalogue worth
€33.5 million. The fund was set up in 2007 by




in the catalogue include financial support from
the Portuguese National Strategic Reference
Framework(QREN),theSpanishMinistryofScience
and Innovation’s Centre for Industrial Technology
Development (CDTI) and the German Federal




applications: Advanced Metering Infrastructure,
Integration of DERs and Demand Response. DSO-
led projects are concentrated on smart metering








Figure 17. Investments in DSO-led projects by application
Budget(€million)NumberofProjects
Forotherdeployments,suchasthatoftheelectric
vehicles (EV) charging infrastructure, thebusiness
caseofDSOsisstillunclear(seeBox6).Themain
problem is the uncertainty regarding the demand
side. Whether a “pay-per-use” model (consumers
pay per kWh charged) or a subscription model
(consumerspayanannualormonthlysubscription
fee) is applied, expected utilisation rates as well
as the expected number of charging stations per
cararecurrentlystillunclear.Inourcatalogue11%
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BOX 6.  EV Charging infrastructure
Whetherornotthecharginginfrastructureis•
tobearegulatedassetisstillamuchdebated
issue, whichmakes the business case for
DSOs ambiguous. It can be considered
as an extension of the distribution grid,
much like a telephone booth in the
phone infrastructure. In this case direct
governmental intervention would allow
DSOs to socialize the costs. Rather than
operating them, DSOs could generate
revenue by selling charging equipment as
wellasrelatedconsultingservicestopublic
or private entities. Alternatively, charging
infrastructure can be regarded as a post-
sale service comparable to a fuelling gas
station, in which case private companies
areentirelyresponsibleforitsprovisionas
wellasoperation
The MiniE-Berlin project (50 customers•
and 100 recharging stations 50 public
stations and 50 home stations) pursues
an open access approach. Customers can
buy specific electricity product of their




In the e-Mobility project (100 customers•
and 400 recharging stations - 300 public
stations and 100 home stations) the
charging infrastructure is built by a DSO
(Enel Distribuzione) and is likely to be
considered a regulated asset. The same
open access approach of theMiniE-Berlin
projectispursued.
Caution in performing charging spots roll-•
outsisanindicationofthelackofastrong
business case, which is largely due to
uncertaintiesregardingfuturedemand.




cooperative and flexible operation and cope with
permit limitations and high costs of new grid
infrastructures. The amount of investment already
committed/mobilised for transmission projects in
our catalogue is around €45 million for research
and€95million for demonstrations. According to
[12], required R&D investments for transmission
projects amount to€270million for research and





investing inwhat canbedefinedas strengthening
ratherthansmarteningthetransmissiongrid,asone
can claim that the transmission system is already




Furthermore, considering that the demonstration





universities and industrial partners. Also, another
step in the right direction is the set-up of joint
projects by different TSOs (e.g. projectsTwenties,
Optimate).ThecoordinationofR&Deffortsreduces




3 BuildinG tHe Smart 
Grid SYStem
Successful Smart Grid deployment requires a
systemic perspective, as most of Smart Grid
benefits are systemic in nature. As aptly stated in
[32] “In a major infrastructural shift, technologies 
do not replace technologies, rather systems replace 
systems”. Individual technologies should not be
considered “just an add-on feature to be fit in 
established existing electricity systems, otherwise 
their disruptive impact cannot be captured and 
their business case is negatively biased”[59].Inthe
currentplayingfield,eachindividualnewtechnology
facessignificantbarriersforitswidespreadmarket
adoption against established business practices,
consumers’ habits and regulation. Market forces




when the whole system is in place. However, the
Smart Grid needs to be built brick by brick. The
challenge is to ensure that at every step of the
way intermediate benefits or the clear prospects




of individual Smart Grid technologies and to
fairlysharecostsandbenefitsamongplayers.
Full engagement of consumers through clear•
tangiblebenefits,understandingandtrust.
In this perspective, using data from collected
projects,themainquestionswewanttoaddressin
thischapterare:
How can system integration create business•
value?
Whatisinitforconsumers?•
3.1 System integration – Smart Grid 
as a market platform






statedin [35],“a Smart Grid is a rich transactional 
environment, a market platform, a network con-
necting producers and consumers who contract and 
negotiate their mutual exchange of value (product, 
service) for value (payment). A Smart Grid is a trans-
active grid”.
Thisconceptiswidelyrepresentedinthecatalogue.
Several projects focus on the set-up of market
platforms for the transactions of a wide range of







coordinates the exchange of power and energy
services among the producers and consumers
(Virtual power plant)7. The platform components
include 11 MW of intermittent power (wind, PV)
and 300 MW of controllable power (controllable
loads,CHP,storage,gasturbineetc.).Throughthe
installation of smart meters, domestic consumers






storagepowerplant (PSPP) facility andaDemand
Response aggregated output of 5,000 customers
endowedwithsmartmeters.Theinteractionamong
theplatformparticipantsenablespredictivepower
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Theseexamplessuggesthowtheset-upofmarket





1. a physical layer (i.e. optimal and secure
infrastructure for power/data flows among
producersandconsumers);
2. a market layer (i.e. efficient mechanisms
for coordinated transactions among system
operators,prosumers,aggregatorsetc.).
Mostofthescannedprojects,inonewayoranother,
are contributing to either the physical or market
layerorboth.
Fromanengineeringperspective,scannedprojects
focus on digital communication and control
capabilities to enable a two way power and
information flows across thewhole grid. The goal
is toaccommodateawholenewsetofdistributed
technological applications, optimize overall grid
management, increase reliability and self-healing
capabilities.
From a functional perspective, projects focus on
coordinationmechanismstosettransactionsamong
anetworkofdistributedgridusers.
Physical layer  System operators are the main
investors in the set-up of the physical layer of
the Smart Grid. At the transmission level, since
buildingorupgradingconventionaloverheadlines





(also suitable for connecting offshorewind farms)
maycontributetoregulatethecurrentflowthrough
the network. Flexible AC Transmission Systems
(FACTS), gradually more deployed, are power
electronics-based devices aiming to increase the
control over voltages and power flows in the grid
(seee.g.projects TWENTIES, ICOEUR, 220 kV SSSC 
device for power flow control).
Advancednetworksensingandcontrolcapabilities
(e.g.wideareamonitoringsystems)areemployed
to improve the observability of the transmission
grid, increase safety margins and facilitates the
safe integration of renewables (e.g. projects Cell 
Controller, PEGASE).A lotofwork is alsodevoted
to improve tools to analyze expansion options




and physical integration of DERs (including EV
charginginfrastructure).
A key component of the physical layer is an ICT
infrastructuretoshareinformation,priceandcontrol
signals among distributed users and producers
(see e.g. projects E-telligence, Web2Energy, Cell 
Controller, Virtual Power Plant). The set-up of
an ICT infrastructure is a precondition to create
a distributed collaborative market, and allow the
integrationof new technological applications (e.g.
EVs, DER) and the participation of new energy
players (aggregators, prosumers, RES producers
etc.). Energymanagement devices (see Box 7) for
consumers (e.g. Energy boxes -ADDRESS project,
Energiebutler-Model City Manheim project)orDER
management systems (Fenix Box – Fenix project,
DEMS – Virtual Power Plant project) and smart
meters represent grid users’ gateways to the ICT
infrastructure.
Market layer  With the physical layer in place,
consumers, producers and prosumers are
interconnectedwithtwowaypowerandinformation
flows. Transactions of a wide range of electricity
servicesamongthemthenbecomepossible.
Electric vehicles are used as storage devices to
provide ancillary services in presence of a high
level of renewables (Mini E Berlin project). The
outputs of distributed generators are monitored
andcoordinatedtocontrolvoltagelevelsinspecific
portionsofthegrid(ISOLVES, DG Demonetprojects)




The concept of aggregation is central in this
context (seeBox8 formoredetails). Forexample,
on behalf of consumers, aggregators can buy and
sellloadflexibilitiesontheelectricitymarkets(see
e.g. ADDRESS project) or provide V2G services to
optimize EV use (see e.g. Charging infrastructure 
project). Aggregated demand can be controlled to
reducepeaks,tohelpDSOstodispatchthesystem
or to reduce risk exposure of retailers (ADDRESS
project).
Through aggregation, Distributed Generators











Finally, as advanced ICT capabilities make it
possible to measure electricity attributes (power
quality, generation source, real-time price etc.)
and consumers’ profiles, energy players are able
to bundle value-added services to the electricity
commodityandoffertailoredproductstoconsumers
according to specific preferences and to real-time
grid conditions. For example, the Smart Watts
project aims at implementing solutions to inform
customersaboutwhereandhowtheelectricitywas
produced, how it was transported and howmuch
the power currently costs. The Smart Charging
project is setting up a charging infrastructure for
electric vehicles that explicitly introduces the
concept of mobility service for EVs. The charging
costsofEVscanbemeasuredintermsofKilometres
ratherthankWhs.Theassociationofbusinessvalue
to electricity services rather than kWhs makes it
possible to includeefficiencyandsustainabilityas
partoftheelectricityservice(seee.g.[29]).
BOX 7.  Energy Management Devices
An energy management device is the ‘consumer’s
interface with the external world. It can be the
hub for smart home energy services and can be
used to automatically reshape the energy profile
of the house by reacting to aggregators’ signals.
It connects consumers with aggregators and
automatically controls electric appliances (loads)
in response to price signals, requests from the
aggregator and consumers’ energy preferences.
(e.g.the“EnergyButler”intheModel city Mannheim
project). It facilitates customers’ individual energy
management as well as the implementation of
dynamic pricing and active demand mechanisms.
For example, customers will have the option of
switching electric power consumption to off-
peak times or switching appliances off when the
electricitydoesnotcomefromarenewablesource.
The MeRegio project provides another example
where household appliances are interlinked via
communicationdevicesandconnectedtoanenergy
management system. The electric vehicle battery
is automatically charged whenever the mini-CHP
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Response application, for example, aggregators
mediate interactions among different grid users,
likecollectingdemandflexibilitiesfromconsumers
and selling them to retailers andDSOs. Themore




In related literature, these market structures are
called multi-sided platforms (MSP). According to
[26], “A Multi-Sided platform provides goods or 
services to two or more distinct groups of customers 
who need each other in some way and who rely on 
the platform to intermediate transactions between 
them”.BusinessmodelsbasedonMSPshavegained
prominenteconomicimportancewiththeadventof
Internet because they represent an efficient way
of creating business value out of the interactions
amongdifferentconsumergroups([58]).
The costs of establishing market platforms for
transactionofelectricityservices(bysettingupits
physical andmarket layers) require facingupfront
costs and investment risks before the platform
canpayback.However,onceinplace,theplatform
can provide systemic benefits to its participants
and provide a business case for investments to
players thatmaynotenter themarket individually
(aggregators, prosumers, EV producers etc.). In
the context of Smart Grids, the costs of building
the physical layer of the platform are typically




business case to sustain the investments to build
the physical layer, as potential indirect systemic
benefits (e.g. peak load shaving and deferred
investments due to Demand Response) cannot
be factored in to receive regulatory support. Also,
as several players share the final benefits of the
completemarketplatform, it is necessary to fairly




regulation recognizes ratesof returnbasedon the
quantityofelectricitydelivered.Regulationshould
encourage DSOs to contribute to the set-up of
marketplatforms for the transactionsofelectricity
servicesby stimulating innovationand specifically
rewardingtheprovisionofservices.
3.1.2 Case studies 
In this section we present two case studies from
ourcataloguetoillustratetheprocessofsettingup
platforms for the transactionofelectricityservices
and to discuss concretely the integration of the
physicalandmarketlayers.Eachcasestudyresults














meters in Italy.With the StAMI project (2010-
2011) Enel has developed a dedicated web
interface to collect,ondemandand real-time,
accurate data stored in smartmeters for grid
optimisation.
2. Thesmartmeterdeployment(totalbudget€2.1
billion) has been financed through tariffs and
resulted in reduced operational expenditures
of €500million a year. The business case for
investments focused on concrete benefits on
theutilityside,whichshouldthentrickledown
to consumers through reduced tariffs. The
newapplicationsasmartmeterwouldenable





3. With smart meters in place, in 2008 Enel
launched a 1,000 households trial of an in-
home display (Smart Info) connected to the
smartmeter,toshowconsumptionandprices.
In-home displays encouraged 57% of the
involvedconsumerstochangetheirbehaviour.
At thisstage, thephysical layer is completed,
buttheinclusionofconsumersisratherlimited.
Promisinginitialbenefitsforconsumersreferto











Management device (e.g. Energy Box, Energy







the presence of a smart meter (for billing
purposes)andofanEnergyManagementDevice
(Energy Box) to act as a consumer interface
for the aggregator. The Demand Response
platform analyzed in the ADDRESS project is








be shared among participants. The DSO can
benefitfromdemand-sidemanagement(evenif
thesebenefits couldnotbe considered in the
smartmeteringbusinesscase).Itcanpossibly
shavepeaks,postponenetworkreinforcements,
and have more options for ancillary services.
Aggregators can make profits by offering
electricity services. By participating in the













































Table II Selected Projects Case Study 1
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BOX 8. AGGREGATION
An aggregator can be defined as an entity, which
groups individual load or generation profiles of
consumers, producer and/or those that do both





Aggregators act as mediators between small
producersand/orconsumersandthemarkets(refer
e.g. to ADDRESS project). The primary role of an
aggregator is to provide energy-related support
services to key participants of the power system
(consumers,producers,systemoperators,electricity
traders, etc) by managing a diversified portfolio
of (dispersed) power flows, thereby fostering the
implementationofconceptsofthesmartelectricity
system.
The goal of the ADDRESS project, for example,




consumers’ reduced load into larger amounts for
participationinmarketsales(e.g.toselltonetwork
companies, balancing responsible parties, owners
ofnon-controllablegeneration,etc.).Theaggregator






BOX 9. CASE STUDy 1 -  LESSONS LEARNED
Systemic benefits - The business case of a single
technology plugged in the existing system is
conservative; it does not include the future




unclear because potential long-term benefits are
systemic, i.e. can be obtained only if a system is
builtaroundthesinglenewcomponent.
Fair sharing between short term investment and
longtermbenefits
Networkowners/operatorsaresupposedtosustain
the main investments for a demand response
platform (establishment of the physical layer
through an Advanced Metering Infrastructure to
make billing data available to all participants),
whereas all players can get benefits out of it.
Smart metering projects are at the deployment
stage as Enel managed to recover investments
independently from the setup of a demand





To unlock further investments there is a need to
balance short-term investment costs and long-
term benefits. Unless a fair cost sharingmodel is
developed, the willingness of grid operators to
undertake any substantial investment might be
limited.
Multidisciplinaryconsortia Diversecompaniesare
brought together in multi-disciplinary consortia
to undertake Smart Grid projects (R&D and
demonstrations mainly). In the Energy@Home 
project, Enel has teamed up with an appliance
manufacturer and a Telecom company. In the
ADDRESS project,Enelhasteamedupwithseveral
other DSOs, energy retailers, manufacturers and
researchcentres.
Consumers - Consumers can get most of tangible
benefits when the whole system is in place, i.e.
when both the physical and market layers are
established.
The profitability of Demand Response platforms
dependsonthenumberofparticipatingconsumers.
A lack of transparency on privacy issues or
excessiveusecomplexitymightseverelyhinderthe
participation of consumers and consequently the
profitabilityoftheDemandResponseplatform.
Topology constraints The topological relations
betweenthephysicalandservice layerneedtobe
takenintoaccounttoensureitsproperfunctioning.
Clear coordination mechanisms and protocols
amongtheownerofthephysicalandoftheservice
platforms(typicallyDSOsandaggregators)needto
be inplace tomapgeographical areas tonetwork
usersandtoensurethecompatibilityoftransacted
services with physical constraints. Any necessary
information about geographical characteristics of
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Case study 2 - Setting up a platform for 
aggregation of Distributed Energy Resources
Incasestudy2,weanalyzethroughanothersetof
projects (see table III), thedifferent stepsneeded
toset-upamarketplatform for theaggregationof





Table III Selected Projects Case Study 2
1. Setting up the physical layer - The set-up of
the physical layer for a market platform for















can be coordinated by a DSO for system
management services (voltage control,
balancing).TheaggregationofDERsforsystem
management purposes is called technical
virtual power plant (FENIX project). Technical
virtualpowerplantaggregatesresourcesfrom
thesamegeographicalarea.
 Secondly DERs can be coordinated by an
aggregatorandreachasizethatissufficientto
enterenergypowermarketsandhavepositive













































 Technical Virtual power plant In the Cell 
ControllerProjectan ICT infrastructureandan
innovative control scheme demonstrates the
coordination of a high number of distributed
energy resources, particularly CHPs and wind
turbines.Eachunitisendowedwithanindustry









benefits: solving voltage band violations,
reducedgridexpansioncosts,reducedoutage




 Commercial Virtual power plant In the





(DEMS). The DEMS collects information from
DERsandenablesademand-drivenproduction
planningof individualDGs.RWEhascurrently
about 10MW integrated into its first Virtual
Power Plant (VPP). Through VPP, small
producers can offset the communication and
the transaction costs for their participation in
themarket(accordingtotheEU-DEEPproject,




and reduce stand-by-costs and penalties for
incorrectforecasts.
3. Integration of DER on the demand side – By
building on the physical architecture of the
CellControllerproject,the ECO-Grid EUproject
(Bornholm,Denmark)goesa step furtherand







of price signals) which includes distributed











other projects in Bornholm (roll-out of PVs,
heatpumps,EVcharginginfrastructures,smart
appliances)andenhancingthebenefitsofeach
of these projects. Systemic benefits include:
small consumers able to access balancing
market, improvement of production forecasts,
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A new real-time market for electricity services•
through aggregation of DERs is based on
a open, reliable and secure ICT platform to
transmitinformationandpricesignalstomarket
participantsandoperationalunits.
Once the physical layer is completed and the•
technical integration of DERs in the grid is in
place, the market layer can be established
throughmarketmechanismsfortheaggregation
of DERs. Projects look into the range of new
services that can be provided through the
physicalinfrastructure.Newbusinessmodelsare
needed to maximize the business value of the
marketplatformforseveralplayers.
Insomeareas,integrationofDERonthesupply•
side (especially distributed generators) has
alreadyreachedcommercialmaturity(according
to theEU-DEEPproject,participation toVPPs is
economically efficient for generation units with
aminimumcapacityof500kW).Theintegration
of DER on the demand side (e.g. heat pumps,
EVs) is the natural complement, but more
demonstrationsareneeded.
AnemergingtrendisthatDSOswillincreasingly•
perform dispatching of distributed resources,
will rely on voltage control through distributed
generators and will coordinate more tightly
with TSOs. IT infrastructure of the distribution
operatorswillneedtobetightlyconnectedwith
thatofthetransmissionoperator.
3.2 What is in it for consumers?
For Smart Grids to be economically and socially
sustainable, consumers need to be engaged
through understanding, trust and clear tangible
benefits. Customers will need to recognize the
valuethatthesetechnologiescanprovideandbe
willing tomakebehavioural changesandpay for
theproductsandservicesonoffer[62].
Benefits for Consumers
A scan of collectedprojects highlights that,with
the Smart Grid in place, potential benefits for
consumers are numerous: reduction of outages,
moretransparentandfrequentbillinginformation,
participation in the electricity market via
aggregators, energy savings (seemoredetails in
Box11).
Ontheconsumptionside,consumerscouldreduce
theirenergyuseor shift itover time in response
to electricity prices. They could choose among
a wider range of providers (energy retailers,
aggregators etc.) and power options (e.g. green
electricity and power quality premiums). On the
production side, the Smart Grid can increase
consumers’ opportunities in the electricity











will benefit to the same extent from Smart Grid
applications.Forexample,notall consumerswill
be able to shift consumption according to price
signalsandbenefitfromDemandResponse.Inthis
context, transparency over the different options




BOX 11. Benefits for consumers – 
Some examples from collected projects
Thedeploymentof32millionsmartmetersin•
Italyprovidesafirstexampleofthepotential
outcomes of a national roll-out. The large
markettestcarriedoutatthebeginningof
2008shows that thedeploymentofsmart
meters and home displays encouraged
57% of the involved customers to change
theirbehaviours(29.3%delayedtheuseof
domesticappliancestotheevening;11.9%
avoided the simultaneous use of different
appliances; 7.5% switched off appliances
instead of leaving them in standby; 6.6%
usedlessthewhite-goods)(Telegestore);
In the• Storstad Smart Metering project in
Sweden,thedeploymentofabout370,000
smart meters contributed to a significant
change in customer interest in their
electricityconsumption.Customercontacts
regarding meter readings or estimated
reads has decreased significantly (approx
60%) and was replaced by contacts more
related to energy consumption or energy
usage;
The introduction of hourly energy price•
can encourage consumers to react by
modifying their loads in order to reduce
their bills (deferring or decreasing their
consumption). The forecasts developed
by the GAD project show that a usual
consumercouldsave15%ofhistotalenergy
consumption;
The introduction of time-based rates is•
expectedtoreduceenergyconsumptionby
5-10%andshift1%oftheenergydemandto
lowpeak load times (Telegestoreproject).
Other projects under preparation expect
higherbenefitsforconsumers;
Thedevelopmentofenablingstructuresand•
technologies, such as smart meters, can




that it is possible, under specific market




to correct the billing and settlement was
shortened from 13 months to 2 months.




The emergence of two classes of small•
consumers—active and non-active— and
the increasing importance of aggregators,
mayleadtounexpectedcross-subsidies;as
aggregators potentially hurt the business
of retailers, retailers might try to recoup
losses throughhigher rates for non-active
consumers(ADDRESSproject).
Profitability of market platforms depends•
on consumer engagement. The more
consumers join, the higher the business
value of the platform. It is imperative to
ensure tangiblebenefits,privacyandeasy
access for consumers; and to grant open
accessandfaircompetitionamongenergy
players.




efficiency, conservation and sustainability
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Consumers’ Behaviour and Needs
It is necessary to offer clear tangible benefits to
engage consumers. However, the whole system
needstobeinplacetodelivermostofthebenefits,




in the whole Smart Grid development. It is
necessary to involve consumers early on in trials
and demonstrations, to target early adopters
beforemovingtofull-scaledeployment,andtogive








Some projects in the catalogue are going in this
direction. The participation in Demand Response
actions in Model City Manheim’s field test, for
instance, is on a completely voluntary basis.
Participants have the freedom to choosewhether
ornottoreacttotheinformationdisplayedbythe
energyboxinstalledintheirhomes,e.g.displaying
varying electricity prices. Furthermore, if they
choose to respond todynamicpricing, there isno
financialriskforcustomersastheyareguaranteed
not to paymore than they would have under the
oldpricingscheme.Thishelptomitigateconsumer
fearsandencouragesparticipation.
According to a questionnaire distributed to about
2,000 customers within the GAD project, 62% of




energy price varied during different hours of the
day. Another survey conducted at the end of the
GAD project among 300 advanced users revealed
that65%wouldusethesystemintheshorttermif
thecostdidnotexceed€500.
In the Inovgrid project the installation of energy
boxes led to an increase of efficiency levels in
customers’ energy consumption by about 20%
as a result of increased awareness of power
consumption.
Consumer Segmentation
Up to now, energy players have made little
distinction among small consumers. With few
exceptions, prices, services and communication
havebeenthesame.
Through energy management devices and smart




electricity in view of offering tailored tariffs and/
or conservation advice to increase customers’







At this stage, in several projects consumers are
recruited based on their technical interest and
are therefore not representative of the entire
population.Theycanbetargetedasearlyadopters
rather than a reliable test group before full-scale
deployment.
Segmentation of consumers is also necessary to
understand the consumer interactions and age
dependent behaviours. In some projects, the use
ofsocialmediahasprovensuccessfulinincreasing
interaction between the utility and consumers. In
the pilot project Märkisches Viertel, customers
can access historical and real-time consumption
data on their electricity consumption via meter
display,TV, smartphone/tabdevicesoranonline
portal.About14%ofcustomersintheprojectchose
the in-house (TV or smart phone/tab devices) or
onlinevisualisationofdata.Similarly, the BeWare
projectenablesitscustomerstoaccessinformation
on the energy consumption of their appliances in
an engaging user interface as a web application
runningonsmartphone.Thisallowsuserstotrack
their consumption habits and how much energy
theyaresavingforindividualappliancesaswellas
theentirehousehold.
However, the effectiveness of these tools can
significantly depend on the age of consumers.
Accordingto[57],over55year-oldpeopleconsider
theirgovernmentsatrustedinformationsourceon
energymatters,while 18-24 year-old see internet




This generational gap should also be taken into
account to protect vulnerable consumers. For
instance,usingpricestocontroldemandmightbe





Finally, possible free rider effects should be dealt
with, in order to guarantee a sense of fairness
in consumers. For example, dynamic pricing and
DemandResponse can lead topeak load shaving.
Theconsequent reductionofpeakelectricitycosts
are spread across all consumers, including those
who did not shift their consumptions. Also, the
emergence of two classes of small consumers—
active and non-active— and the increasing
importanceofaggregators,mayleadtounexpected
cross-subsidies; as aggregators potentially hurt
the business of retailers, retailers might try to
recoup losses through higher rates for non-active
consumers(ADDRESSproject);
Social impact
A scan of collected projects seems to suggest a
lackofspecificattentiontothesocialimplications
of Smart Grids. Only one project (Distribution 
Automation project) clearly mentions among its
goals the need to “anticipate the shortages of
technical workforce due to the ‘field workforce
ageing”.
However, a literature review of available public













the power industry needs to hire thousands of
newengineersby2030”[54].Atthesametime,












the power industry needs to hire thousands of
newengineersby2030[54]; ‘fieldforceageing,
i.e. shortages of qualified technical personnel
(refertoe.g.Distribution Automationproject).
Newskillrequirements–training.• Newjobpro-
files: high level of flexibility, adaptability, cus-
tomer-focusedapproach,salesskills,regulatory
expertise. Need for investment in the develop-
ment of relevant undergraduate, postgraduate
and vocational training to ensure the building
ofasufficientpipelineofnextgeneration,Smart





world: 600,000 engineering graduates in 2009.
India: 500,000 engineering graduates a year.
United States: 70,000 engineering graduates
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O• rganizational and management issues. Shift
from SMEs (small and medium enterprises) to
bigcorporationduetomergersandacquisitions
[9,25];changingviewsonpersonnelandhuman









utility to control thermostats in their homes at
anyprice[53].
Genderissues.• InEUwomenrepresentonly15%
of the workforce in the energy sector and the
share has not been rising; gender issues have
beenputinfocusonlyrecentlyanduptonowlit-
tlehasbeendonetomakejobsinenergysector
moreappealing towomen; initiative in the are-
asof flexibleworking time,equalpay forequal
work, monitoring schemes and gender focused
recruitment couldbe carried out in order to at-
tractmore femaleworkersandmanagers in the
electricitysector[25].








4.1.1 Reduction of CO
2
 emissions
The reduction of CO2 emissions is one of the
drivers of the scanned projects, even though only
few of them have tried to quantify the impacts of
thedeployedsolutionsover thebusinessasusual
scenario(seeBox13).
Demand response Demand Response has an
important potential for energy saving and
peak load shaving and can therefore produce
measurable reductions in customers’ totalenergy
useandassociatedemissions.DemandResponse
contributes to reduce consumption during peak
times, but the shifted usage does not always
“rebound” at other times of day, entailing a net
reduction of kWh. Many scanned projects have
exploredtheeffectivenessofsuchmechanismsin
reducingandshiftingenergyconsumption.
For the success of DemandResponse and energy
conservation projects, end-user awareness and
participation isacrucialpoint.Thedeploymentof
smartmetersandin-homedisplaysisamainenabler
of Demand Response and energy conservation
projects.Whensmartmetersarecoupledwiththe
appropriate in-home interfaces, customers can
receivetime-basedeasy-to-readpricesignalsthat
encouragethemtoreducetheirconsumptionorto
postpone it to times when the electricity price is
lower.Manydemonstrationprojectshavecoupled
the installation of smart meters with in-home
interfaces and dynamic pricing (i.e. Model city 




In order to deliver energy savings and to reduce
CO2emissionsfromthegenerationsector,Demand
Response will need to be complemented by
the deployment of smart appliances and by the








System losses - Smart Grid solutions can
contribute to the reduction of transmission and
distribution lossesandtherefore to thereduction
oftheamountofgeneration(andrelatedemissions)
neededtoserveagivenload(Smart Green Circuit; 
Optimal Power network Design and Operation).
The deployment of smart meters can contribute
tothereductionofgridlossesinseveralways. In
particular,thereductioncanderivefromdecreased
technical losses (faulty meters which were not
detectedbefore);decreasedadministrativelosses
(consumption that was not measured before)
and the fact that the internal consumption of
electronic meters is lower that the consumption
of electromechanical meters (Storstad Smart 
Metering).




charging(i.e.Charge stand; EV Network integration; 
Large-scale demonstration of charging of electric 
vehicles; Fieldtrail Mobile Smart Grid)
4.1.2 Integration of DER
Anothermajordriverofthescannedprojectsisthe
integration of large amounts of DERs, including
renewablesandstorage,intothegrid(seeBox14).
The large-scale deployment of these technologies




BOX 13. Energy savings and CO
2
 reduction –






were observed: 29.3% moved the usage of white
goodstotheeveninghours;11.9%alternatedusage
ofwhitegoods;7.5%switchedoffelectronicappli-
ances instead of leaving them in standbymodus;
6.6% reduced the usage of white goods. Enel es-
timates that at national level, the introduction of
time-based rates,madepossibleby the roll-outof
smart meters, could reduce energy consumption
by5-10%andshift1%oftheenergydemandtolow
peakloadtimes.
Inovgrid (PT): The deployment in the Portuguese
cityofEvoraofanintegratedsystemincludingsev-
eral components (amongwhichanenergybox), is
expectedtodeliverareductionof378tonsofCO2




replication of the entire project could account for
8%ofthenationalCO2reductiontargetby2020.
Energy forecast: The introduction of tailored and




GAD: The developed forecasts show that, follow-
ingtheintroductionofhourlyenergyprices,ausual
consumer could save 15% of his/her total energy
consumption (12% due to a decrease of the con-
sumption;3%duetoadeferralof theenergycon-
sumptionfromtheappliances).
Fenix: Large-scale use of flexible operational
aggregation of distributed energy resources by
a virtual power plant can result in reduction of
system gas consumption and therefore in CO2
emission reductions. According to the economy-
widescenariosdevelopedwithintheFenixproject,
by 2020, CO2 emissions in the electricity sector
could be reduced by 7.5 kg CO2/kWflexibleDG/
yearinanorthernEuropeanscenarioandby13kg
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Demand response Through smart metering,
consumers will also be able to select how their
electricityisgenerated.Greenconsciousconsumers
mightbewillingtooptforgreenelectricityathome
and accept the extra costs (e.g. Dynamic tariffs, 
Energy @ home, Smart Watts).
Electricvehiclesasstoragecapacity for renewable
energy resources  Finally, projects investigate and
test the viabilityofusingelectric vehiclebatteries
asstoragecapacitytohelpbalancingthegridduring
periods of high energy feed-ins by fluctuating
renewable energy sources (e.g.: Mini E Berlin, 
Charge stands, EV network integration, Harz.
EEMobility, Eflex). This solution has mainly been
testedwithexcesswindenergybutclearlyitcanbe
appliedtootherflexibleenergysources.
4.2 Competitiveness - 




1. Increased market participation (lower market
barriers)through
the aggregation of distributed energy•	
resources
the establishment of multi-sided open•	
marketplatforms(MSP)
2. Increased efficiency of interregional markets:
coordination mechanisms among TSOs, new
interconnectorsforlarge-scalerenewables
4.2.1 Increased market participation 
through aggregation
Smart Grids are considered key enablers for an
open and efficient energy market in Europe. The
current electrical system has been designed to
accommodatealimitednumberoflarge,centralized
powerplants.Forthisreasondistributedgeneration
and/or responsive loads,whichare limited insize
andboundlessinnumber,areneitherfullyintegrated
intopowersystemoperationactivitiesnorintothe




Box 14. Integration of DER – 
 Some project highlights
Inovgrid: The implementation of a fully active
distribution network is an important step towards
theintegrationofgreateramountsofRESandDER
into the electrical grids. The Inovgrid project is
testinganewgridarchitectureinanurbanareawith
about32,000customersinPortugal.Theprojectis
expected to:  increase the capability to integrate
RES into the grid by 10-50% through enhanced







However, the accommodation of a large number
of disparate generation and storage resources
into the grid poses the challenge of anticipating
intermittencyandunavailability,whileguaranteeing
system reliability and economic efficiency. To
meet these challenges, Smart Grid projects are
researchingandtestingdifferentsolutions.
DER aggregation As already discussed, across
the collected projects, particular attention has
been devoted to the viability of VPP and Demand
Response (i.e. Fenix, Cell controller, Heat Pumps 
as an active tool in the energy supply system, 
Regenerative Modellregion Harz, Virtual Power 






of DER from the network control programs, which
avoids overloads/voltage violations, and releases
thehardregulatorylimitstoDER(Fenix).Preliminary
results show that both VPPs and active demand
can help absorb fluctuating renewables at lower














maximizing voltage control capacity of VPPs with
theuseof adistributionmanagementapplication,
whichhelpsdeterminewhatmeasuresneed tobe
taken in order tomaintain voltage levels. The ap-
plicationcandeterminethereactivepowerneeded







whendemand is lowrelative topowersupplyand
inject stored electricity into the system at peak
loads or to compensate fluctuating output of RE
generation.
Theaggregationofheatpumps isoneexampleof
how the integration of DG can be facilitated. The
DanishprojectFrom wind power to heat pumps,for
instance,proposestostoreelectricity,derivedfrom
windpower,intheformofheatbyaggregating300
smart heat pumps into one huge energy storage
facility. Estimates show that 32,000 heat pumps
generateanapproximateoutputof200MW,which
corresponds to a large amount of flexible load
adjustableaccordingtowindspeed.
Theintegrationofstoragefacilitiesnotonlyassists
in counterbalancing stochastic generation profiles
often encountered in distributed generation but
it also allows house owners to make an active
contribution to the electric power system in
unprecedented ways. Considering the outcome of
theDanishprojectandgiventhattherearecurrently




Other examples include the aggregation of water
heating storage. The EUDEEP project tested this
concept in a residential area (10 customers) in












category suggest that the aggregation of a large




Aggregation of Demand Response enables active
participationofsmallandcommercialconsumersin
market-related activities, i.e. provision of services




who, as opposed to DG and large industrial
consumers,are lessmotivatedbypurelyeconomic




the idea is for their services tobemadeavailable
at themarket’s ‘request’, i.e. throughpriceand/or
volumesignalmechanisms,andfortheprovisionof
servicestobeonavoluntaryandcontractualbasis.
Other projects focus on the application of active
demandfor largeconsumers.For instancetheEU-
DEEP project explores the aggregation of small-
scale (10 kW to 1.5MW) loadmanagement in UK
industrial and commercial market segments with
a customer portfolio made up of industrial and
commercialsiteswithdifferent flexible loads(e.g.
supermarket, shops, hotel, factory, cold store,
offices). One notable result that emerged is that
the current minimum requirement in the UK of
3 MW or more of steady demand reduction (or
more generation) in order to provide Short Term
OperatingReserve(STOR)canbereducedandsites
as small as 500kWcouldpartake in the scheme.
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Improved market transparency through 
multisided platforms
Asdiscussed inChapter3, in lightof thegrowing
trendtowarddistributedgenerationandincreased
electricitymarketparticipation,theset-upofopen




of providing services (see e.g. [58]) Such amulti-
sided platform (MSP) is instrumental for granting
access to retailers, energy service companies,





service (e.g. for Demand Response services)
dependsonthenumberofparticipatingconsumers.







to themarket (e.g. use of complicated hardware/
software, need to do energy calculations) might
severelyhindertheparticipationofconsumersand
therefore the profitability of MSPs and of Smart
Grid investments. Also, MSPs should be open
to guarantee fair access to all players on board,
prevent dominant positions and give consumers
a wider choice of service providers. Consumers









of transmission networks and are undertaking
multinational projects on this topic. Project goals
include (1) the development of common European






participantsaskeyplayers.The idea is toanalyze









4.3 Security and quality of supply 
IntegrationofDERMuchattentionhasbeengiven
tosynergiesbetweenDERandstoragetechnologies
to increase the reliability of supply. Intelligent,
coordinated control of distributed generation,
including storage can provide immediate backup
whentheprimarysourceislost.
Severalprojectshaveinvestigatedintentionalisland
operations8 as a deliberate emergency measure
or as the result of automatic protectionor control
action(e.g.seeprojectsCell Controller; Control and 
regulation of modern distribution system; Agent 
based control of power systems; MoreMicrogrids; 
Smart Region). Islanding is a situation inwhich a
power system becomes electrically isolated from
theremainderofthesystemandyetcontinuestobe
supplied by the Distributed Generation connected
to it. Integrated distributed generation sources
can therefore support the island operation during
contingencies and contribute to maintaining the
securityofpowersupply.
Severalprojects focusingon this topicare located
inDenmark,as thehighpenetrationofdistributed
generation reached in the Country makes it
ideally suited for such an investigation. The Cell 
Controller project is particularly interesting as
it demonstrates the possibility of leveraging
increasingly distributed resources so as to ensure
securesupply to themajorityofend-users incase
ofanoutageofcentralgenerationortransmission.
Under emergency conditions, the cell controller
candisconnectaportionofadistributionnetwork
from the transmissiongrid,manage it asa stable,




of electric vehicles to contribute to securing the
stability of the grid, otherwise endangered by
fluctuating renewables in excess situations (e.g.
seeprojectsMini EBerlin; NetElan; Harz.EEMobility; 
Edison; Large-scale demonstration of charging of 
electric vehicles).
Safe integrationof large-scaleRESThe integration
of large-scale fluctuating energy resources poses
severalchallengestotheoperationandmanagement
ofthepowersystem.Manyprojectsinthecatalogue
focus on their safe integration in the electricity
network. The most explored solutions are the
development of balancing, grid integration of off-
shorewindparks, themaximisationof the current
operationlimitsofthenetwork(e.g.Twentiesproject)
and the improvement of production predictability




arising from external “attacks”. Data protection
with encrypted and authenticated algorithms
should be always considered. (e.g. see projects




metering infrastructures, SCADA9 systems and
supervising equipments open new possibilities
to prevent and solve problems in the low voltage
distributionnetworkand toobtain further savings
in the operational costs. Smart metering offers
many advanced functions such as remote control,
outputcontrolandvariousformsofqualitycontrol








enables aggregators tomakebetter forecasts and
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As field data are transmitted to central control
rooms, technical problems can be traced and
solved more rapidly, reducing the duration of
outages. As a consequence, the prevention of
disturbances assures the uninterruptable power




useful in statistics, maintenance and operation,
troubleshootingactivities.
Furthermore, continuous supervision of the grid
leadstorapiddetectionofsystemstressandthus
rapidactions in relief thenetwork fromconditions




BOX 15. Security and quality of supply – 
Some project highlights
Telegestore:ThankstotheTelegestoreproject,Enel
reports that the indicator “minutesof interruption
per year” decreased from 128 to 49 over the
period2001–2009. In thesameperiod, thanksto
the energy balance data from the smart metering
system,thesuccessrateoftheverificationactivity
hasincreasedfrom5%to50%.
Storstad: The deployment of smart meters has
allowedasignificantreductionincustomerservice
calls.Over a two year period, the number of calls
for both meter-reading and invoice-related issues
droppedby56%.
Inovgrid: The Inovgrid project involves the
deployment of advanced control and automation
functionalities distributed over different levels of
a hierarchical control structure that matches the
physical structure of the electrical distribution
grid. This system allows the active management
ofthedistributionnetworkbytheDSOandentails
the following envisaged results: 3-10% reduction
of SAIDI (System Average Interruption Duration
Index); 1-5% reduction of SAIFI (System Average
InterruptionFrequencyIndex).
4.4 Activated Smart Grid services and 
benefits
In this section we characterise the contributions
of the projects in our catalogue according to the
definitions of Smart Grid services and benefits
elaborated by the EC Smart Grid Task Force (see
Annexes II and III). Services andbenefits are very
muchlinkedtotheEUpolicygoalsthataredriving
the Smart Grid deployment. They can therefore




of the “ideal” Smart Grid (see [18]). Progresses
along these characteristics are directly linked to
progresses toward the energy policy goals and
the expectedoutcomes the ideal SmartGrid is an
enablerfor.
The Smart Grid benefits represent the outcomes
derivingfromtheimplementationoftheidealSmart








Figures 18 and 19 show the cumulative benefits
andservicesacrossthedifferentprojectssplitinto
different project typologies (R&D, Demonstration
andDeployment).Asnotall respondents reported
about the services and benefits pertinent to their
projects, the diagrams refer to a restricted set of
around 20 projects for Figure 18 and of around
80 projects for Figure 19. Also, only few project
coordinatorsactuallyfilledinthemeritdeployment
matrix. In the update of this study, further work




Figure 18. Cumulative activated benefits across projects
Figure 19. Cumulative activated services across projects
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5 analYSiS oF data protection and  
SecuritY iSSueS 
BOX 16. Data Protection and Security Issues
A scan of collected projects highlights the•
convergence towards IP communication and
otherstandards-basedsolutions.Thepromises





Open standards at the European and
internationallevelarenecessaryforupdating
and upgrading the security mechanisms of
thesedevicesasthreatsandrisksevolve.








SmartGridprojects require the collaboration•
ofseveralplayerswithdifferentcompetencies
and background. Since security in the ICT
infrastructure is a collective effort, it is






Addressing interoperability, data privacy and
cyber-securityisapriorityrequirementtomake
theICTinfrastructuretrulyopenandsecure.
A privacy-by-design approach needs to be•




Given the interdependence of existing energy and
information infrastructures, the electricity sector
also feels the impact of mounting cyber security
concerns. Along with big opportunities of Smart
Gridscomesthebadnewsthatthenextgeneration
of Europe’s electricity grids will face a greater
varietyofcybervulnerabilitiesthanthoseoftoday.
Therefore a special emphasis is put on critical
infrastructure protection, especially infrastructure
supportingenergy, transport, telecommunications,
andwater[44].
Either directly or indirectly, consumers will be
affected by several threats (natural threats, smart
thieves, hackers, terrorism, warfare, accidental
threats, intentional attacks, load shedding).
Thereforeconsumerswillalsoneedtobeinformed
about these threats, thepotentialattackvectors10,
andtheprotectionsneededtodefendagainstthem.
To this aim, a combined effort from government,




1) the large amount of sensitive customer
informationthegridwilltransmit;








The responses we have received from project
coordinatorshavebeengenerallyquitepoorindata
protectionandsecurity (seeFigure20).Therefore,
the analysis in this section (seeBox 16) ismostly










Figure 20. Questionnaire responses on data 
protection and security
5.1 Customer security
It seems clear that a paradigm shift is needed in
energy industry from the current hardware-centric
focus on systemadequacy and reliability, towards
the inclusionofamoredirectlyconsumer-oriented
view of security. Security services are needed for
each data, network and component of which the
entire grid is composed. Customer privacy issues
need to be addressed to protect confidential or
otherwise sensitive data, but measures are also
neededtoensurethesupplyofenergytocustomers
and to make the grid even more reliable than
currentlyinspiteofcyberthreats.
In the Open Meter project [44], minimum
requirementsaresetto
authenticateandauthoriseusers,groupsand•
devices on all interfaces (such as GUI and
otherITsystems)
guarantee the integrity and confidentialityof•
dataexchangedandstored
recommend the use of certificates to enable•
applicationlevelsecurity
stronglyencryptthedataintransit.•
All of these requirements are satisfied by using
already existing proven technologies and it is
likely that further developments in ICT make the
implementationevenmorefeasible.
The legislative framework needs to support these
technical developments. At the European level,
there is a general agreement among stakeholders
thatSmartGridsolutionshavetocomplyfullywith
the binding rules on privacy and data protection.
As recommended by [19], a privacy-by-design11
approachneedstobeadoptedtoensurecustomer
security. This approach has been integrated in
the Mandate M49012 for European Smart Grid’s
standards, issued early in 2011. Furthermore, the
European Commission is also ready to support
theMember States in ensuring, when deciding of
roles and responsibilities regarding ownership,
possessionandaccesstodata[24].






and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems. The well-
knownconceptof“defenceindepth”13hastobeap-
pliedtotheglobalsystem:multiple,evenredundant
security techniquesateach layerof the infrastruc-
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The much greater number of different types of
intelligent devices in the power production/
consumption chain can be seen as analogous to
current mobile device networks which also have
security concerns and are built on international
standardsandcommercial technologies.Therefore
the industry is likely to already have learned




shouldnotbeleftunanticipated(e.g.see Internet of 
Energyproject).
5.3 The problem of physical security
Physical access to sensitive components should
be secured, which is already the case with e.g.
SCADA systems. Most attention will be needed
at the levelof thedistributionnetworkwhere the
passive,radialarchitectureofthepastwillgiveway
to a new meshed structural design that requires
theintroductionofmanyintelligentcontroldevices
whereoncetherewerefew.




making intelligent devices at homes much more





apply also in the planning for risk mitigation for
shortcomingsinphysicalsecurity.Inthe“Advanced
Metering Infrastructure” specifications this has
beenaddressedbyspecifyingdifferentprofiles for
differentinterfaces(Open Meter project[45]).
5.4 The use of IP and commercial
 off-the-shelf hardware and 
software
Because interoperability and affordability will be







possible. Security risks do exist in any network
technology and architecture. IP based networks,
however,havebyfarthebestproventrackrecordas
large-scaledigitalcommunicationnetworks.
OpenMeter project recommends using proven
standards and industry best practices used for





grid’smission critical controllers to smartmeters,
are extensively and pervasively deployed. In this




The number of active stakeholders in SmartGrids
isincreasingbydefinitionassmallscalegeneration
units–andevenhomecustomers–becomeintegral
to supply in themarket in the coming years.New
valuenetworksandnewtypesofservicesarelikely
toappearwhichmustbebuiltonanetworkcapable
of guaranteeing high enough confidentiality,
integrityandavailabilityoftheinformation.
Ashighlighted in theOpenMeter project, security
is everywhere in the metering process, from the
meter and the data concentrator to the back-
office informationsystem, includingeachnetwork
and media used to communicate. All partners,
from manufacturers to suppliers and regulation
authorities have to work together for awareness-









A number of lessons learned and interesting
developmentshaveemergedfromtheanalysisofthe
collectedprojects.TheyaresummarisedinBox17.
BOX 17.  SUMMARy AND CONCLUSIONS
The difficulties encountered during the•
data collection process suggest the need
for improvements in data collection/
exchange.These includeacommonstructure
for data collection in terms of definitions,
terminology, categories, and benchmarks,
andstrengtheningproject repositoriesat the
nationalandEuropeanlevel.
Lack of quantitative data to perform cost-•
benefitassessments.
SMART GRID LANDSCAPE IN EUROPE









however, is still lagging behind compared to
several estimates of required investments
needed to realize smarter and stronger
Europeangrids(some€500billion).Wearejust
atthebeginningoftheSmartGridtransition.
In almost all countries, a significant amount•
of investments has been devoted to projects
which address the integration of different
Smart Grid technologies and applications.





Deployment covers the lion’s share of•
investment commitments; 7%of theprojects
account for almost 60% of the investments.
R&D and demonstration projects account
foramuchsmallershareofthetotalbudget.
Most of these projects are small to medium
sized,withanaveragebudgetof€4.4million
for R&D projects and about €12 million for
demonstrationprojects.
LARGE SCALE MULTIDISCIPLINARy 
DEMONSTRATORS
A consistent number of projects in the•
catalogue present promising results in small
or medium scale implementations. As also
recommended in the EEGI of the SET-Plan,
large-scale demonstrators, involving a high








with diverse partner organizations, ranging
from academia and research centres to
manufacturersandITcompanies.
SETUP OF MARKET PLATFORMS FOR THE 
PROVISION OF SERVICES
Current regulation in EU Member States•
generallyprovidesnetworkowners/operators
with the incentive to improve cost-efficiency
by reducing operation costs rather than by
upgrading grids towards a smarter system.
The regulatory incentive model should be
revised inorder toaccelerate the investment
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Service-based business models, differently•
from volume-based, canmake efficiency and
sustainability part of the industry’s mission,
notsimplyaconstrainttodealwith.
Most of Smart Grid benefits are systemic•
in nature. The set-up of service-based
market platforms (e.g. Demand Response)
is instrumental to offer a business case to
several participants that may not enter the
marketindividually.
Regulation should also ensure a fair sharing•
ofcostsandbenefitsintheset-upofservice-
based market platforms. Network owners/
operatorsareexpectedtosustainthemajority
of up-front investments whereas several




trust and understanding in the whole Smart
Grid process and can receive clear tangible
benefits.Itisnecessarytoinvolveconsumers
early on in trials and demonstrations, to
target early adopters before moving to full-
scaledeployment,andtogiveconsumersthe
freedomtochoosetheirlevelofinvolvement.
Most projects require an active role of•
consumers. Grid-centric application and






reduction of outages, more transparent and




system (consisting of physical and market
layers)needstobeinplace.
Segmentation of consumers is another•
hallmark of the Smart Grid. Consumer
segmentation implies (1) more tailored
energy services to meet consumers’ needs
withpossiblyahigher rateofacceptanceof
newproductsandservices(2)possibility to
target energy-savvy andwealthy consumers
as early adopters of new technologies (3)
possibility to guarantee different levels of
involvement of consumers in Smart Grid
applicationsandguarantee theprotectionof
vulnerableconsumers.




Addressing interoperability, data privacy and
securityisapriorityrequirementtomakethe
ICT infrastructure truly open and secure and
reducetransactioncostsamongitsusers.
A scan of collected projects highlights the•
convergence towards IP communication and




SmartGridprojects require the collaboration•
ofseveralplayerswithdifferentcompetencies
and background. Since security in the ICT
infrastructure is a collective effort, it is




T• he legislative framework needs to support
these developments. As stated in [24],
the EC is ready to support the Member
States in ensuring, when deciding roles
and responsibilities regarding ownership,
possessionandaccesstodata.













and continuous mapping of Smart Grid projects
throughoutEurope.Buildingupon the resultsand
feedbacksofthisfirstdatacollectionexercise,we
will continue to collect new Smart Grid projects
and to include new available data on existing
projectsasprojectsprogress.Also,acknowledging
that projects aimed at making the grid stronger
(e.g. through new lines and substations) cover a
large share of the investment for the bulk power
system,weaimatdevelopingadata collection in
thisareaaswell.Accordingly,weintendtoperform
an exhaustive and continuous mapping of power
system projects throughout Europe that will be
presentedinareviewofthepresentstudy.
Future work will also be devoted to perform
a quantitative analysis of the performance of
collected projects, which has not been included
in this report for the lack of quantitative data
gathered.Wearepresentlyworkingontwodifferent
quantitativeanalyses:aperformanceassessment
(Key Performance Indicator-KPI analysis) and a
cost-benefit analysis. In the following, we briefly




of the deployment of a Smart Grid project by




The performance assessment measures the
contribution of a project toward the achievement
of the benefits that are associated with the ideal
functionalitiesofaSmartGrid.Theanalysisisbased
on the definitions of a set of KPIs to evaluate the
benefitsofaSmartGridproject.
The Smart Grid Task Force has elaborated a
methodology to make the evaluation process
structured and systematic. The merit deployment
matrix introduced in [20] is used to identify the
relationship between services/functionalities
with correspondingbenefits/KPIand todefine the
strengthofthelink.
The set of KPIs defined by the EC Task Force [20]







The set of KPIs defined in this context is mainly
focusedonthetechnicalperformanceofSmartGrid
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BOX 18. Future Work - Highlights
We aim at an exhaustive and continuous•
mapping of Smart Grid projects throughout
Europe.WewillcontinuetocollectnewSmart
Grid projects and to include new available
dataonexistingprojectsasprojectsprogress.
Also, acknowledging that projects aiming at
making the grid stronger (e.g. through new














Force and EEGI have developed two sets of
KPIs to assess progresses in Smart Grids.
The KPIs developed by the Task Force are
intended for regulators. They cover not only
technical aspects of Smart Grids and have a
particularfocusontheimpactofSmartGrids
on consumers. The KPIs developed by EEGI
areparticularlyusefulforutilities.Theymainly
cover technical aspects of Smart Grids. The
Commissionisworkingtoensureconsistencies
andsynergiesbetweenthetwosetsofKPIs.
Cost-Benefit analysis –In the framework of•
the EU-US Energy Council, the Commission
is collaborating with the DoE on common
assessment methodologies for Smart Grids.
In this context, we plan to adapt the EPRI
methodology to the European context. With
this goal in mind, the JRC is collaborating
with industrialpartners to testacost-benefit
methodology on case studies from the
catalogue.
Cost benefit analysis
The cost-benefit analysis weighs the investment
costs against some concrete benefits that result
fromtheimplementationoftheproject.
Asshowninsection2.1,thegreatmajorityofprojects
did not provide any data on cost-benefit analysis.
Presumably,someprojectsdidnotperformacost-
benefit analysis as they have not been completed
yet; others may have not shared the data for
business confidentiality. In many other instances,
however, a detailed cost-benefit analysis was not
inthescopeoftheproject,asmostofthecollected
projects focused on testing the effectiveness of
technologies, applications and solutions, rather
than their business case. Overall, it emerged the
needforthedevelopmentofacommoncost-benefit




the need tomeasure costs and benefits of Smart
Gridprojects iswidespread.However,astructured




by the Electrical Power Research Institute (EPRI)
in 2010 [15]. The US Department of Energy (DoE)
commissionedthisstudytoperformacost-benefit
analysis on a set of 9 demonstrators that were
financed in 2007.DoE and EPRI intend to use the
cost-benefitmethodologyforex-postevaluation.
IntheframeworkoftheEU-USEnergyCouncil,the
Commission is collaborating with the DoE. In this
context,theJRCisworkingwithindustrialpartners
to adapt the EPRI methodology to the European
context. Currently, a few case studies from the
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d) For each benefit, please provide a brief qualitative description of the expected impact on
beneficiaries,asreportedinthehypotheticalexamplebelow:
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anneX ii – Smart Grid ServiceS
 (Smart Grid taSK Force)










































F. Enabling and encouraging stronger and more direct involvement of 
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anneX iii Smart Grid BeneFitS and KpiS 
(Smart Grid taSK Force)
Benefit Potential key performance indicators1
(1) Increased sustainability
Quantified reduction of carbon emissions 
Environmental impact of electricity grid infrastructure
Quantified reduction of accidents and risk associated to generation technologies 
(during mining, production, installations, etc.) 
(2) Adequate capacity of transmission and 
distribution grids for “collecting” and bringing 
electricity to the consumers
Hosting capacity for distributed energy resources in distribution grids
Allowable maximum injection of power without congestion risks in transmission 
networks
Energy not withdrawn from renewable sources due to congestion and/or security 
risks
An optimized use of capital and assets
(3) Adequate grid connection and access for all 
kind of grid users
Benefit (3) could be partly assessed by:
first connection charges for generators, consumers and those that do both
grid tariffs for generators, consumers and those that do both
methods adopted to calculate charges and tariffs
time to connect a new user
optimisation of new equipment design resulting in best cost/benefit
faster speed of successful innovation against clear standards
(4) Satisfactory levels of security and quality of 
supply
Ratio of reliably available generation capacity and peak demand
Share of electrical energy produced by renewable sources
Measured satisfaction of grid users with the “grid” services they receive
Power system stability
Duration and frequency of interruptions per customer
Voltage quality performance of electricity grids (e.g. voltage dips, voltage and 
frequency deviations)
(5) Enhanced efficiency and better service in 
electricity supply and grid operation
Level of losses in transmission and in distribution networks (absolute or 
percentage)2. Storage induces losses too, but also active flow control increases 
losses. 
Ratio between minimum and maximum electricity demand within a defined time 
period (e.g. one day, one week)3
Percentage utilisation (i.e. average loading) of electricity grid elements
Demand side participation in electricity markets and in energy efficiency measures
Availability of network components (related to planned and unplanned maintenance) 
and its impact on network performances
Actual availability of network capacity with respect to its standard value (e.g. net 
transfer capacity in transmission grids, DER hosting capacity in distribution grids)
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Benefit Potential key performance indicators1
(6) Effective support of transnational electricity 
markets by load-flow control to alleviate loop-
flows and increased interconnection capacities
Ratio between interconnection capacity of one Country/region and its electricity 
demand
Exploitation of interconnection capacities (ratio between mono-directional energy 
transfers and net transfer capacity), particularly related to maximisation of capacities 
according to the Regulation of electricity cross-border exchanges and the congestion 
management guidelines
Congestion rents across interconnections
(7) Coordinated grid development through 
common European, regional and local grid 
planning to optimize transmission grid 
infrastructure
Benefit (7) could be partly assessed by:
impact of congestion on outcomes and prices of national/regional markets
societal benefit/cost ratio of a proposed infrastructure investment
overall welfare increase, i.e. running always the cheapest generators to supply the 
actual demand → this is also an indicator for the benefit (6) above
Time for licensing/authorisation of a new electricity transmission infrastructure.
Time for construction (i.e. after authorisation) of a new electricity transmission 
infrastructure.
(8) Enhanced consumer awareness and 
participation in the market by new players
Demand side participation in electricity markets and in energy efficiency measures
Percentage of consumers on (opt-in) time-of-use / critical peak / real time dynamic 
pricing
Measured modifications of electricity consumption patterns after new (op-tin) pricing 
schemes.
Percentage of users available to behave as interruptible load.
Percentage of load demand participating in market-like schemes for demand 
flexibility.
Percentage participation of users connected to lower voltage levels to ancillary 
services
(9) Enable consumers to make informed decisions 
related to their energy to meet the EU Energy 
Efficiency targets 
Base to peak load ratio
Relation between power demand and market price for electricity
Consumers can comprehend their actual energy consumption and receive, 
understand and act on free information they need / ask for
Consumers are able to access their historic energy consumption information for free 
in a format that enables them to make like for like comparisons with deals available 
on the market.
Ability to participate in relevant energy market to purchase and/or sell electricity 
Coherent link is established between the energy prices and consumer behaviour
(10) Create a market mechanism for new energy 
services such as energy efficiency or energy 
consulting for customers
‘Simple’ and/or automated changes to consumers’ energy consumption in reply to 
demand/response signals, are enabled
Data ownership is clearly defined and data processes in place to allow for service 
providers to be active with customer consent
Physical grid related data are available in an accessible form 
Transparency of physical connection authorisation, requirements and charges
Effective consumer complaint handling and redress. This includes clear lines of 
responsibility should things go wrong
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Benefit Potential key performance indicators1
(11)Consumer bills are either reduced or upward 
pressure on them is mitigated
Transparent, robust processes to assess whether the benefits of implementation 
exceed the costs in each area where roll-out is considered are in place, and a 
commitment to act on the findings is ensured by all involved parties
Regulatory mechanisms exist, that ensure that these benefits are appropriately 
reflected in consumer bills and do not simply result in windfall profits for the industry
New smart tariffs (energy prices) deliver tangible benefits to consumers or society in 
a progressive way
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Abstract
The main goal of this study is to provide a complete catalogue of Smart Grid projects in Europe to date and use project data to support 
analysis on trends and developments. The report looks into several aspects of the Smart Grids landscape to describe the state of the art of 
their implementation, the emerging hallmarks of the new electricity system and the foreseeable developments. A key focus of the Report is 
to describe how Smart Grid projects address and respond to the EU energy policy challenges and to point out potential benefits and benefi-
ciaries. Particular attention is devoted to identifying the most important obstacles to investments and the possible solutions that could help 
to overcome them.
The mission of the Joint Research Centre (JRC) is to provide customer-driven scientific and technical sup-
port for the conception, development, implementation and monitoring of European Union policies. As a 
service of the European Commission, the JRC functions as a reference centre of science and technology for 
the Union. Close to the policy-making process, it serves the common interest of the Member States, while 
being independent of special interests, whether private or national.
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